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A BSTRACT
There is a practically unlimited amount of natural language data available. Still,
recent work in text comprehension has focused on datasets which are small relative
to current computing possibilities. This article is making a case for the community
to move to larger data and is offering the BookTest dataset as a step in that direction.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Much work in Text Comprehension (and some other areas of Machine Learning research) focuses
on improving models on a few standard datasets, with the CNN/Daily Mail dataset (Hermann et al.,
2015) and the Children’s Book Test (CBT) (Hill et al., 2015) being among the most popular in the
past year. These two datasets managed to avoid the problem of expensive human annotation with
their way of automatically generating cloze-style questions (Taylor, 1953) from a suitable text corpus.
Many teams have put effort into improving the accuracy on the above datasets by improving their
models’ architecture. However there is a more straightforward, well established way of improving
model performance: more training data. We do think it is easily possible start using more data in Text
Comprehension research: an almost unlimited amount of cloze-style questions can be generated from
a suitable corpus and since it takes only about two hours to train some models on the CBT (or two
days on the Daily Mail dataset), the computing potential is also not being fully exploited. Since such
easy performance gains are possible, we think that our community should study the performance of
various architectures also in this realistic scenario of data abundance instead of generally imposing
upon ourselves the constraint of small-size training data.
In this brief paper we will use the new BookTest dataset to illustrate this point by showing that the
gains from increasing the data size can be surprisingly large compared to the gains from many teams’
efforts to improve the models’ architecture.

2

B OOK T EST DATASET

The BookTest1 is a cloze-style question-answering dataset derived from 10,507 copyright-free books
available through project Gutenberg (compare to 108 books used for CBT). Except for its size, the
dataset is very similar to CBT, and so is the generation procedure: We detect whether each sentence
in the corpus contains either a named entity or a common noun that already appeared in one of the
preceding twenty sentences. This word is then replaced by a gap tag (XXXXX) in this 21st sentence,
which is hence turned into a cloze-style question. The preceding 20 sentences are used as the context
document.
We then also add the examples from the CBT CN and NE training datasets. The resulting BookTest
dataset hence contains 14, 140, 825 training examples2 , as well as a validation set, consisting of
∗
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BookTest can be downloaded from https://ibm.biz/booktest-v1.
2
This makes BookTest the largest text comprehension dataset currently available. All other recently introduced datasets like SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), Who-did-What (Onishi et al., 2016), NewsQA (Trischler
et al., 2016a), Story Cloze Test (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) and finally MS MARCO (Nguyen et al.) provide
less training data. However, these datasets have other qualities that make them still valuable. The only similarly
sized dataset is WikiReading (Hewlett et al., 2016), which however provides a much smaller variety of questions
than the BookTest, with 20 questions (in their case Wikidata keys) covering 75% of the dataset.
1
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Table 1: Statistics on 4 standard text-comprehension datasets and the BookTest. CBT CN stands for
CBT Common Nouns and CBT NE stands for CBT Named Entities.

# queries
Avg # tokens
Vocab. size

CNN

Daily Mail

CBT CN

CBT NE

BookTest

380,298
762
118,497

879,450
813
208,045

120,769
470
53,185

108,719
433
53,063

14,140,825
522
1,860,394

Table 2: Results of various models on CBT validation and test data. For NSE we give results of its
variant with the best validation accuracy on each dataset.
Named entity
Common noun
valid

test

valid

test

NA

81.6

NA

81.6

AS Reader (avg ensemble) (Kadlec et al., 2016)
74.5
AS Reader (greedy ensemble) (Kadlec et al., 2016) 76.2

70.6
71.0

71.1
72.4

68.9
67.5

NSE (Munkhdalai & Yu)

78.2

73.2

74.3

71.9

AS Reader (single model)
AS Reader (ensemble)

80.5
81.9

76.2
77.5

83.2
85.5

80.8
83.3

Humans (context+query) (Hill et al., 2015)

)



CBT
training

BookTest
training data

10, 000 named entity (NE) and 10, 000 common noun (CN) questions; one test set for NEs and one
for CNs, each containing 10, 000 examples. The training, validation and test sets were generated
from non-overlapping sets of books. Statistics of the BookTest are summarized in Table 1.
When generating the dataset we removed all editions of books used to create CBT validation and test
sets from our training dataset. Therefore the models trained on the BookTest can be evaluated on the
original CBT data and they can be compared with recent text-comprehension models utilizing this
dataset (Hill et al., 2015; Kadlec et al., 2016; Sordoni et al., 2016; Dhingra et al., 2016; Trischler
et al., 2016b; Weissenborn, 2016; Cui et al., 2016; Munkhdalai & Yu).

3

E XPERIMENTS

We tested the performance gains from using more data using the Attention Sum Reader (AS Reader),
a simple text-comprehension model whose central idea – using a sum of attention given to each
unique word in the text to select an answer to the query – has inspired many other recent models. We
hence consider this model a good representative of the many recent text-comprehension architectures
listed earlier. A detailed description of the architecture can be found in (Kadlec et al., 2016).
We simply trained the model on the BookTest data and compared the results to models trained on the
CBT.
Results. Table 2 summarizes the improvement in accuracy thanks to using more data. It shows
the human baseline provided in (Hill et al., 2015), the AS Reader and Neural Semantic Encoder
(NSE) (Munkhdalai & Yu) (current state-of-the-art) trained on the original CBT dataset and then the
result for an AS Reader ensemble trained on the BookTest but evaluated on CBT.
While improving the model architecture as in (Sordoni et al., 2016; Dhingra et al., 2016; Trischler
et al., 2016b; Weissenborn, 2016; Cui et al., 2016; Munkhdalai & Yu) while still using the original
CBT training data lead to improvements of around 1 − 4% absolute compared to the AS Reader’s
performance, inflating the training dataset provided a boost of 6.5 − 17.4% while using the same
model. Our ensemble even exceeded the human baseline provided by Hill et al. (2015) on the CN
dataset.
The model takes approximately two weeks to converge on a single Nvidia Tesla K40 GPU.
2
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4

D ISCUSSION

The gain from increasing the dataset size is hence considerable (as was previously pointed out also by
Banko & Brill (2001); Halevy et al. (2009)). At least some real-world systems may want to benefit
from this so we believe current research should start focusing model design more in this direction,
since this may mean focusing on other model aspects than with smaller data. Here are some of the
new challenges that we need to face.
Firstly, since the amount of data is practically unlimited – we could even generate them on the fly
resulting in continuous learning similar to the Never-Ending Language Learning (Mitchell et al.,
2015) – it is now the speed of training that determines how much data the model is able to see. Since
more training data significantly help the model performance, focusing on speeding up the algorithm
may be more important than ever before. For instance Chen et al. (2016) achieves better single-model
performance on CBT compared to the AS Reader, probably partly thanks to regularization, however
the training is about 7 times slower.
Another challenge is to generalize the gains from large data to a specific target domain. While there
are huge amounts of natural language data in general, it may not be the case in the domain where we
may want to ultimately apply our model. Hence we may be facing not a scenario of simply using a
larger amount of the same training data, but rather extending training to a related data domain, hoping
that some of what the model learns on the added data will still help it on the original task.
This is highlighted by our observations from applying a model trained on the BookTest to CBT test
data. If we move model training from joint CBT NE+CN training data3 to a subset of the BookTest
of the same size (230k examples), we see a drop in accuracy of around 10% on the CBT test datasets.
Hence even though the CBT and BookTest datasets are as close as two disjoint datasets can get,
the transfer is still very imperfect. Rightly choosing data to augment the in-domain training data is
certainly a problem worth exploring in future work.
Given enough data the AS Reader was able to exceed human performance on CBT CN reported by
Hill et al. (2015) which raises the question whether there is still room for improvement.

5

H UMAN S TUDY

After reaching the mentioned human baseline, we have
decided to examine whether there is space for further improvement on the CBT by testing humans on a random Table 3: Accuracy of humans on validasubset of 50 named entity and 50 common noun validation tion examples answered incorrectly by
questions that the AS Reader ensemble could not answer AS Reader trained on BookTest.
correctly. The results are summarized in Table 4. They
Dataset
% correct answers
show that a majority of questions that our system could
Named Entities
66%
not answer so far are in fact answerable. Hence the CBT
82%
may still be used for tracking the improvements of ma- Common Nouns
chine learning models (possibly in contrast to CNN/DM
where Chen et al. (2016) pointed out that most questions left unanswered by models may in fact be
unanswerable even by humans).

6

C ONCLUSION

Few ways of improving model performance are as solidly established as using more training data.
Yet we believe this principle has been somewhat neglected by recent research in text comprehension.
As a gentle reminder to the community we have shown how large the performance gains from using
more data can be. Yes, experiments on small datasets certainly can bring useful insights. However
we believe that the community should also embrace the real-world scenario of data abundance. The
BookTest dataset we are proposing gives the reading-comprehension community an opportunity to
make a step in that direction.
3
Note that while here we are using joint CBT NE+CN data to create an equivalent of a 230k subset of our
BookTest, for most other experiments on the CBT teams used NE and CN as two separate training datasests.
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